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MISSION AND COMMITMENT

In-Domus provides accommodation and related services in campuses predominantly to students and
occasionally to visiting academics. We are committed to providing a high quality service that is accessible
to all our customers, in a safe, secure, friendly, clean and Client focused environment.
This section outlines the standards of service that you can expect from us, and how we will deliver it.

In-Domus is committed to:
• providing accommodation that is priced to suit different preferences, needs and budgets;
• maintaining the accommodation in good order to provide a safe, secure and clean living environment;
• providing clear and accurate information about prices, facilities, and services;
• allocating and offering spaces fairly and as close to student’s preferences;

To deliver on this commitment, we will:
• embrace Client feedback and any changes that help to shape and improve our services;
• respond to all enquiries, feedback and complaints quickly and efficiently;
• treat our Clients with respect, courtesy and consideration, regardless of age, disability, gender
(including gender identity), race, religion or belief, sexual orientation, marriage and civil partnership,
pregnancy and maternity and social and economic background;
• ensure that our staff are trained to mediate, bringing a quick and successful resolution to all complaints.

You can help us by:
Providing us with feedback on your experience and, in the case that you are not satisfied with our service letting
us know where we fell short of your expectations and how we can improve.
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FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
Dear Guest,
We all come from a disorienting year in which we
have each been tested differently, some in much
rougher ways than others.
The pandemic has been disturbing and disruptive,
but it also represents an opportunity for reflecting,
discovery and even reinvention.
Our lives have been changed in a way that cultural
anthropologists would call a “liminal experience”.
Now that we have a reasonable hope that
pandemic will soon be over, we know that we will
be transformed.
We at In-Domus have the ambition that our
Campuses may be the ideal environment in which
you all take the challenge, which is an opportunity,
to figure out how to come back together from our
time of trial revitalized and collectively stronger.
You’ll make it because your generation is the best
ever.
In-Domus Team will strive to support you, making
sure that you live your unique study experience in a
safe, pleasant and exiting place.
Never like this year the In-Domus Team is eager to
welcome you, helping while you settle and during
your stay, proud to share these historical moments
with you.
I am convinced that this coming academic year will
be stimulating and unforgettable for us all!
All the best,
Pierenrico Maringoni
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VALUES AND PRINCIPLES FOR LIVING
IN IN-DOMUS
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VALUES AND PRINCIPLES FOR LIVING IN CAMPUS
In-Domus is committed to embedding and mainstreaming equality, diversity and inclusion.
Developing an effective and constructive community is reliant on each individual resident and Campus team.

VALUES

PRINCIPLE

Mutual Acceptance

Recognising and accepting difference.

Awareness/respect for cultural difference.

Respect

For the individual irrespectively of sex,
sexuality, age, gender, identity, ethnicity,
religion, disability.

Equality and respect.
Taking action/alerting others where equality
and respect is abused.

For privacy.

Not intruding in others’personal space;
respecting each others belongings.

Quietness.

Care

Alert others if you are concerned about the
welfare of a fellow student.

Take responsibility for the physical fabric of
the residence and its contents.

Awareness of the local environment,
including appropriate security/ personal
safety requirements.
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EXAMPLES

Recognising the campus not only as “ home”
but also crucially as a place for tranquil
private study. Being aware of other
neighbourhood residients, and recongnising
their need for quiet (eg, work, study, children).

Knowing when/how to encourage fellow
students to seek support and when to
actively pursue such support on behalf of
another. Reporting any concerns about
bullying or harassment.
Not damaging fabric/contents of the residience.
Reporting malicious damage by others.

Encouraging sharing of “local knowledge”.
Reporting incidents/ concerns related to
personal security in the vicinity of the Campus.

ARRIVAL
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ARRIVAL
KEY COLLECTION
You will be able to collect the keys of your lodging on
the arrival day.
Check-in time is between 3 pm and 10 pm by appointment only: please call or mail our reception for fixing
your arrival appointment to make sure you don’t arrive
too early or too late.

YOUR INVENTORY
After you have collected your keys you need to
complete the room or apartment inventory.
Check every item in your room and record anything
that is missing or damaged. The inventories “check-

in form” (please see an example in Appendix) are the
official record of the condition of the room/apartment
when you move in, and are compared with the condition
of room/apartment when you leave.
You will be charged for any missing items or damage.
Complete the inventory “check-in form” within three
days from arrival to avoid the possibility of being held
responsible for any missing items or damages after
vacating the accommodation.
If you do not submit the check-in form, we will assume
that everything that should be in the room is present
and in perfect condition. If anything in your room is not
working and you’d like us to ﬁx it, please let us know
through the In-Domus APP or with an e-mail to:
· milanointernazionale@in-domus.it (In-Domus Milano
Internazionale)
· milanomonneret@in-domus.it (In-Domus Monneret)
· milanoolympia@in-domus.it (In-Domus Milano Olympia)
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SETTLING IN
Once you have moved in, you can start to find out
what’s where and who’s who at your Campus.

Make a point of familiarising yourself with the ﬁre
procedures in your bedroom and the different escape
routes available. If you need any more information ask
to Reception. Make sure you stop by and have a chat.

If they can’t help, they will put you in touch with
someone who can. The receptionists are your ﬁrst port
of calls for many queries you have, including the
facilities in your Campus.

REGULATIONS
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REGULATIONS
REGULATION FOR GENERAL CONDUCT
The conduct of each guest towards the other residents and the Campus Team shall be based on the
fundamental rules of tolerance, respect and collaboration, thus to guarantee a harmonious daily cohabitation.
The guest shall observe the law and the regulations of the Police and Public Safety Authorities where
applicable, as well as those regulations and any other further amendments made by the Management. The
guest may not transfer, temporarily or otherwise, his or her place of residence to the Campus but may transfer
his or her place of domicile to the Campus.
GUEST SHALL:
a) Use all the spaces and the equipments (in particular
the common spaces and equipments) in respect and
understanding the needs of the other Guests;
b) Immediately report any contagious disease
contracted during his or her time of stay. The
Manager may temporarily suspend access to the
Campus until the Guest can produce a certificate of
clean health;
c) Put up notices of whatever nature only on the
authorised notice boards;
d) Regularly check that all equipment made available
is in working order (with special attention paid to
pipes and taps, water, water heaters etc) and
immediately inform the team of any damage;
e) Respect the rules of hygiene, order and decency
in the rooms and communal areas;
f) Give notice of any prolonged absence;
g) Allow access to the room, upon notification, to
cleaning and maintenance staff;
h) Leave the rooms and study areas tidy remove any
personal effects. Otherwise In-Domus will apply a
sanction;
i) Comply with the regulations set for the use of
recreational and study infrastructures of the Campus
and the specific services made available.
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GUEST MAY NOT:
a) Keep inflammable materials, weapons, drugs and
harmful substances in the rooms and communal areas;
b) Keep animals in the Campus or in the surrounding
areas;
c)Disturb other residents in particular between 11 pm
and 8 am;
d) Place objects on the terraces or window ledges
that might cause injury to passers-by, or which are
forbidden by Municipal Regulations;
e)Make any modifications or changes to the
premises, or paint covering them, or move or tamper
with any systems in place; make any modifications to
the doors
and leave personal effects near the entrance
f) Tamper with the electrical, heating or conditioning
system, the hazard warning appliances or use multiple
plugs of any kind;
g) Use heaters or cookers other than those supplied in
the Campus;
h)Leave rubbish or refusals outside the proper
container.

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
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ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
MEDICAL SERVICES
Please note that no medicine can be supplied by
Receptionists.
SELF CARE
You should consider keeping a personal stock of
medicines to use in case you get ill. First aid kit is
kept at the Reception. If you get hurt in the Campus
you should ask at the reception for a first aider. They
will have suitable training.
Local Pharmacist can give you friendly, expert advice
about over-the-counter medicines that can help with
lots of common conditions, without the need for an
appointment.
Pharmacists can advise on minor ailments such as
colds, skin conditions and allergies.
Please click on the following link (or type it into your
browser’s URL bar) in order to know how the Italian
Health Care system can assist you and the procedure
that you are expected to follow in order to get
assistance:
http://www.salute.gov.it/imgs/C_17_
opuscoliPoster_203_ulterioriallegati_
ulterioreallegato_3_alleg.pdf

to In-Domus residents on all servicesoffered by the
Clinics, which include:
• Medical consultation with a specialist (cardiology, eye,
gynecology,…)
• Nutrition consultancy
• Physiotherapy
• Ultrasound examinations
• Etc.
For an appointment you can contact:
Phone: +39.02.83.46.88.20
smartclinic.certosa@grupposandonato.it
smartclinic.bicocca@grupposandonato.it
In-Domus has also an agreement with Centro Medico
Santagostino, a private medical center with 14
locations in Milan, that you can contact for: Gp visits,
gynecology, allergology, dental, etc.
The contact points are:
www.cmsantagostino.it (or for english version:
www.cmsantagostino.it/en)
Phone: +39.02.89.70.17.01
WhatsApp: +39.344.100.31.72
prenotazioni@cmsantagostino.it
informazioni@cmsantagostino.it

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Emergencies:
In Lombardia, you have one and only number for

POINTS OF REFERENCE FOR YOUR HEALTH CARE
In-Domus has made an agreement with Smart Clinic
Certosa and Smart Clinic Bicocca, part of Gruppo San
Donato, located very close to Campus MilanoOlympia
and Campus Milano Internazionale, respectively.
These private medical centers reserve a 20% discount
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You can use this number for calling
• Police
• Ambulance
• Fire brigade
If you need road assistance, you have to call 800.116.800

COVID-19 PREVENTION
In-Domus is at the forefront in introducing measures to
reduce as much as possible the risk of contagion from
COVID-19 in its Campuses and has adopted a specific
protocol available at all In-Domus receptions, on the
In-Domus App, and upon request.
The protocol includes:
• Hand-sanitizing gel dispensers available in the common areas;
• Transparent partitions in the study rooms and in the
cooking and dining areas;
• Social distancing;
• Body temperature measurement;
• Accurate cleaning;
• Explicatory signs throughout the campuses.
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SAFETY
FIRE SAFETY
Fire is a significant hazard for students living in
Campus.
FIRE SAFETY BASICS:
• Do not leave cooking unattended;
• Do not place items on top of microwaves;
• Do not stick knives/forks into toasters;
• Do not leave items on heaters in rooms;
• Do not use irons, hair straighteners, deep fat
fryers, rice cookers or any other hot surfaced
appliances in your room;
• Do not use convector or fan heaters;
• Do not cook inside the rooms or a sanction will be
applied
SAFETY RULES IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
Everybody in case of a coming emergency (fire or
other) must follow these rules:
• Contact the reception (always presided by the
team) by intercom in Milano Internazionale,
at telephone number 4100 in Milano Monneret
or 135 in Milano Olympia saying:
- your own identity
- nature of event
- involved areas
- possible injured people
- rooms in danger
• Wait for instructions given by our team.
During your stay, you’ll be involved in some alarm
activations.

In case of alarm activation (emergency voice),
residents must:
• Leave their apartments or the common areas in an
orderly way, without running, screaming, getting
into a panic or spreading panic.
• If they are in another area of the Campus, they
better not go to their apartments or their working
places but follow the team instructions.
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•

•
•
•
•

Leave orderly the danger areas, using the fire
escapes (reported on the plans), also helping the
nearest people.
Do not use the elevators for evacuation because
they could be broken or out of order.
Do not stay near the outdoor exits, but go away from the
Campus to avoid troubling rescue operations.
Get, as soon as possible, to the pre-fixed meeting point.
Go back inside the Campus only when authorized.

VERY IMPORTANT:
DO NOT CALL ON YOUR OWNINITIATIVE
THE FIRE DEPARTMENT OR OTHER
EXTERNAL AUTHORITY, ALSO DO NOT
USE ANY SAFETY TOOL (EXTINGUISHERS,
HYDRANTS). IF NECESSARY THE TEAM
WILL USE THEM.

SAFE RULES OF BEHAVIOUR
In normal conditions residents must:
1. Be aware and confident with the safety location
plan displayed in the Campus, the emergency
exit, the alarms position and the rules of
behaviour in case of emergency and the critics
meeting points.
2. Keep always with them the smart card because it
is also a safety tool.
3. Switch off all the electrical equipments when not
used, especially when the apartment is vacant.
4. Not force/disconnect the safety tools placed in
every floor.
5. Not move the extinguishers and the safety tools
from their original position.
6. Keep always free all the emergency exits.
7. Not smoke in any room of the Campus.

GUEST’S OBLIGATIONS
1. Any Guest must keep the assigned lodging in a clean
manner and cooperate to its good maintenance.
2. Guests shall gather rubbish from their own lodgings
and common areas, separate it and deposit it in the
appropriate bins. Any breach of the rule will imply
a formal warning and possible other consequences
that will be evaluated on a case by case basis.
3. Before the end of the contract, all Assignees must
provide for the reorganization of the room,
removing their belongings from the furnishings in
the accommodation and the trash from the room
and personal lockers.
4. The Guest recognizes that the Management may
decide to inspect into assigned lodgings, even if
the assignee is not present. If, further to the said
inspection, the Management verifies breaches of this
regulation, the Management will take all
appropriate actions. Should special maintenance
or repainting be required in order to repair
damage caused by the Occupants, the costs will be
charged to the same.
5. In the case of shared solutions, Guests must not
occupy with their belongings the side of the room
that may not be occupied yet.

ACCESS TO THE CAMPUS
FOR NON-RESIDENTS
1. Our Guests can invite visitors, up to a maximum of 2
persons each time, save different requests to be
agreed with the Management.
2. It is strictly forbidden to introduce/stay Visitors in
the Campus from 12 a.m. to 8 a.m.
3. The Guest will be responsible for any damage and
breach of any provision of this regulations caused
by his/her Visitor.
4. The Visitor must give a valid ID document to the
Reception that will be returned when leaving.

ACCESS TO ROOMS BY MANAGEMENT
ACCESS TO THE ROOMS
BY THE MANAGEMENT

Management is in possession of a copy of all room
keys. Campus Management may access the rooms:

1. With presence of at least one of the Occupants;
2. In the absence of the Occupants and following at least a
24 hours’ notice:
- to check the condition of the room at the beginning
and at the end of the contract or to carry out
maintenance;
- to check the condition and carry out maintenance
repairs;
MANAGEMENT’S OBLIGATIONS
- to carry out check up to the general condition of the
room
keeping.
The Management is in charge of:
3. In absence of the Occupants and without notice:
1. Control over inflow and out flow of people during
- to carry out emergency repairs and maintenance works;
the whole day;
- in case of a long absence of the occupant or if the
2. Regular provision of the services, save those
letting should result occupied by persons not resident
services provided by third parties;
in the Campus.
3. Cleaning of the common areas (stairwells and study
-at anytime, without notice, if the Management has
areas);
reasonable reasons to belive that the Guest is behaving
4. Special and ordinary maintenance of the building;
in contrast with point a), b) and f) of page 10, par.
5. Replacement of worn out items;
“Guest may not”.
6. General security measures and caretaker services
4. The In-Domus staff is authorized at any moment to enter
including at night-time and during holidays.
the Accommodation to verify a potential infraction.
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CHANGE OF ASSIGNED
PLACE AND CAMPUS
The Management, with reasonable notice, has the right
to move one or more guests, inside the same Campus,
to a solution equal or superior to the one already
assigned, without jeopardizing any provision of the
agreement.
In case of emergency, The Management may perform
the compulsory change foreseen in the previous point
with a short notice, even in this case the agreement will
not be subject to any alteration.
During the month of August and/or in case of extraordinary
maintenance in the Campus where the place is assigned,
the Management reserves the right to move the Guest
in another In-Domus Campus, in a solution equal or
superior to the one already assigned, with a notice of at
least 30 days. It is understood that also in such cases the
agreement will not be subject to any changes.
In case of emergency or force majeure, the Management
has the right to change the assigned place with no
no notice, and even in such occasion the agreement
will not be subject to any changes.
At the swap of the assignment place, the Guest shall sign
the check-out form, hand back badges and keys and pay
any due charges.

MAINTENANCE
If any items in your room or the communal areas are
faulty, report this throug the In-Domus APP.
Please include full details of the fault, and its exact
location. Be as detailed as you can. Rather than saying
“tap needs fixing” say exactly what the problem is and
where it is, eg, “tap dripping constantly in kitchen”,
“no hot water coming from tap in bathroom”,
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“tap coming away from washbasin in bedroom” etc.
This will help us to fix it more quickly. In reporting a
repair you are automatically giving your consent for
personnel to enter your room to assess the problem
or carry out the repair (from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.). If you
have any questions about how repairs are carried
out or prioritised, please contact Reception.
It may take longer for a minor fault to be repaired,
and only emergency repairs (caused by floods, etc) are
dealt with outside office hours. You can report emergency repairs to reception.
You are not allowed to carry out your own repairs or make
any sdjustments, such as replacing or attaching fittings
to shower heads, painting walls, etc. Furthermore,
you should never tamper with safety features such as
window restrictors or smoke detectors.

DAMAGES AND LOSSES
1. The Management has prepared a list of
reimbursement costs for the most frequent damages
and loss sustained (see Appendix). Damages and
losses not indicated in the list shall be covered with
the total cost incurred by In-Domus for repair,
or replacement where repair is not convenient.
2. Where it is not possible to identify the person
responsible for damages or loss in apartment, all
occupants shall be considered equally responsible;
if in the communal areas, all residents shall be
considered responsible.
3. In the event of losing the badge or if the badge is
stolen, guests can request a copy to the reception
up to a maximum of 1 piece. Then any additional
copy of the badge will have a cost of € 10.

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR SHARING A ROOM
•
•
•

•

Sharers should respect each others’ belongings.
Each sharer has the right to sleep without any
disturbance from 11 pm to 8 am.
Studying is viewed as taking priority over other
activities from 8 am to 12 am. Sharers must
respect each other’s right to read and study free
from disturbance or undue interference. Activities
which might disturb study during this period are
only permitted when agreed by both residents.
Sharers are jointly responsible for keeping their
room clean and tidy.

ROOM ACCESS/SECURITY
•
•
•
•

Each sharer has the right to free access to her/
his room.
Day guests are allowed in the room only with
the explicit permission of all sharers.
Each sharer must always feel free from
intimidation, physical and/or emotional harm.
In case of non-compliance with the prohibition of
smoking in the Campus. The In-Domus staff is
authorized at any moment to enter the
Accommodation to verify a potential infraction;

DISPUTES
•

•

•

It is advised that residents attempt to resolve
disputes between themselves in the first
instance.
Where sharers have been unable to overcome
differences, they are recommended to follow a
mediation process.
Sharers understand that an opportunity to
change rooms is unlikely after check-in.

•

Where a sharer acts in contravention of this code,
the Management may use one or more of the
disciplinary tools as laid down in the Contract
General Conditions and this Handbook.

MEDIATION PROCESS
•

•

•

If serious issues arise between sharers which they
cannot resolve between themselves, they should
contact one of the Campus Team in the first
instance. If necessary, a meeting with one or both
or all sharers will be arranged.
Where no resolution occurs after initial mediation,
the Management will arrange to speak to
both sharers. At her/his own discretion, the
Management will prepare a list of action points to
be agreed by both sharers.
If either sharer fails to agree to the action points
or fails to abide by them, the Management will
take appropriate actions forseen in the Contract
General Conditions and in this Handbook.

DEPARTURE OF ONE SHARER FROM ROOM
The remaining sharer is expected to refrain from
extending their use of the space within the room,
spreading belongings to both wardrobes, desks or
beds within the room.
• The room will be shown to any new potential
sharer(s) as directed by the team with short notice
to the remaining resident.
• Any new potential sharer(s) will always be
accompanied by a member of the Campus team
when viewing the room.
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In-Domus APP
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In-Domus APP
AN EASY TOOL FOR ENJOYING TO THE FULLEST YOUR In-Domus EXPERIENCE!

We have created an APP for fast and intuitive communication with us for:
•
•
•
•

booking parties and events;
booking activities and study rooms;
communication of information, news, notices;
management of maintenance requests.

The APP has also been studied to allow our guests to know eachother better, to help in discovering
new friends and interesting things happening in the communities near our Campuses:
•
•
•
•

search of study partners;
search of guests who share the same passions;
exchanging and sharing photos and videos with friend of the
In-Domus Campuses, taken while staying at In-Domus;
activities available near Campus and in the City of Milan.
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BIKES, CARS & MOTORCYCLES
In-Domus Milano Internazionale has a bike stand on
the walk way just outside the main entrance. Free unattended car parking lots are nearby while a low cost underground parking is across the street.
In-Domus Milano Monneret has a bike & motorcycle
storage area in the arcade inside the back yard and
near-by free unattended parking lots.
In-Domus Milano Olympia has a private three underground stories parking for cars, bikes and motorbikes.
Users of the car park/bicycle stand do so at their own
risk. In-Domus will not accept liability for any accidents,
damage or loss incurred.
You should always secure your bike with a high quality
“D-Lock” through the frame. If you don’t own a bike,
there are bicycle hire points near In-Domus Campuses.
We actively discourage the use of motorised vehicles.
Please consider to make use of bike sharing below:
www.bikemi.com
www.mobike.com

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
Over the year several events and activities take place
in the Campus. Please keep checking the In-Domus
app. You should consider joining In-Domus profiles
(Facebook/Instagram/Linkedin), as many notices are
also posted here.

environmentally friendly products straight after use,
by keeping clean your table and hob and by segregating your waste into mixed recyclables, non-recyclables
and compost (where provided). At the Reception you
can also find a kit of towel / bed lines with an extra cost.
Please refer to price list in Appendix.

COMPLAINTS
We are committed to providing an efficient, effective
and courteous service to all residents.
Our main method of contacting you is via email to
your email address or In-Domus app. You’re added
to our mailing list automatically at the start of the
year, but if you’re not on the list, please look for the
link to mailing lists at the reception. Please contact us
if you have any complaints:
amministrazione@in-domus.it

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Our heating/ conditioning systems are controlled
centrally by a thermostat, setting the temperature at 20°
degrees all year long, you can increase (+) or decrease
(-) up to 2 degrees the centrally set temperature acting
on your room thermostat.

INTERNET & WI-FI

CLEANING
In-Domus through its contractors provides a cleaning
service. Rooms, bed linen and bathroom towels are
cleaned and changed weekly.
If you need an extra cleaning service, please
ask at the Reception and check in the Appendix for
prices. The common areas, including corridors, WCs,
bathrooms are cleaned daily and kitchens twice a day
by our Housekeeping Team.
Help us maintain a good environment within the
Campus by cleaning your own dishes using

In our Campus you can access to our Hig-Speed Wi-Fi.
Ask for the login details at the Reception Desk .

KEYS & DOORS ENTRY CARDS
Each Campus operates a different entry system.
Sometimes you will use a single key to access all
doors. Always look after your entry card. For safety,
we recommend that you do not keep your entry card
together with your address, so that they cannot be
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used if they are lost or stolen. Please report any lost or
stolen cards to Reception as soon as you can.

KITCHENS
You are jointly responsible for washing up and tidying
the cooking workplace, putting away crockery, cutlery
and pots and pans after use and placing any rubbish or
recycling into the provided bins.
That is even more important if you are a user of the
shared kitchens. In that case we also recommend that
you clearly label your food to avoid confusion, and
where possible, keep it stored in bags or containers.
Please do not take any food that does not belong to
you. Appliances in shared kitchens have sensitive fuses

to protect users from electrical shock.
If there is a loss of power in the kitchen, the fridge/
freezer may fail and food may no longer be chilled
properly. Never re-freeze defrosted food.
Waste bins located in common areas are emptied
every day by our housekeeping staff, as are common
kitchens cleaned.

LAUNDRY AND IRONING
Your Campus has a laundry room with washing
machines and tumble dryers. You will need to bring
your own detergent. Machines are coin or app
operated.
Operating instructions are displayed in the room.
To conserve electricity and make your clothes
last longer, we recommend selecting the lowest
temperature setting. Irons and ironing boards are
supplied in the laundry room, or can be requested
from Reception. Please report any faulty machines or
equipment to reception.
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LIMITING FOOTPRINT
In-Domus is committed to improving our
environmental impacts, and you can play a part too –
with around 1000 Guests at In-Domus, every small
action adds up to a big change.
Here are the five biggest green things you can do:
1. Switch off lights and appliances when not in use
to save energy.
2. Sort your waste correctly into the bins provided,
to recycle as much as possible.
3. Don’t leave the heating on with the windows
open.
4. Boil only as much water as you need in the pots.
5. Report faults (eg, dripping taps) to reception.

LOST PROPERTIES
Please hand any lost property items to the Reception.
Likewise, if you have lost anything, ask Reception Team
to check the lost property log for you. Any items are
logged with the finder’s details. If after three months
an item hasn’t been claimed by the owner or reclaimed by the finder, it will be disposed of or recycled
as appropriate.

MAIL PARCELS AND AMAZON
Regular mail (i.e. small letters that don’t need signing
for) can be collected from the mailboxes in each
residence. Mail is either sorted by room/flat number
or surname. To help us place your mail into the
correct box, please make sure your full name and
room number are included. There will be a different
procedure for parcels or letters which require a
signature. You will need to collect the item from

reception and, where possible, will be notified when
something has arrived (e.g. via email, a noticeboard
at reception). We keep a considerable room behind
the reception desk for Amazon boxes.
Given the fastgrowing amazonization process please
make sure to collect your parcels timely in order to
avoid overload. Mail that arrives after your check-out
cannot be forwarded or stored.
To continue to receive your mail after you leave,
make sure that you update your address.

NOISE
Avoid shouting in corridors or out of windows, or
having loud discussions in your bedroom or kitchen.
Noise can travel further than you might expect. If
another resident asks you to be quiet please do as they
ask – they might have an important test or deadline
approaching. Noise must be kept at a reasonable level
at all times, and restrictions are enforced at night and
during exam periods. If you are disturbed by any loud
noise and your requests for quiet are unsuccessful,
please contact reception. All our Campuses have quiet
areas and study rooms as an alternative place to work
and study.

into the designated bins in the Campus. If on inspection
the condition of your room is deemed to be a risk to
health and safety, we will give you a week to tidy up. If
your room is still not up to the required standard when
we re-inspect, we will arrange for the housekeeping
and/or maintenance teams to fix the problems and
charge you for the work. You may also be reported
to the Management for possible disciplinary action.
Occasionally, In-Domus team or contractors may take
photographs inside study bedrooms and apartments
to evidence maintenance, discipline or welfare reports.
Images will be taken, stored and disposed of in line
with our data processing approach.

ROOM SWAPS
ACCESS TO ROOMS
BY MANAGEMENT
There may be reasons why you consider swapping
rooms with another student in your Campus or even
in another one. We recommend that you speak to
our team about your reasons for wanting to swap
before taking any further steps. They may be able
to help with whatever it is that’s causing you to want
to swap. Swapping rooms is possible but you need
to find somebody to exchange rooms with and get
authorisation before you swap. In case of swap, you
will be charged with room final cleaning fee.

REPORTING HARASSMENT AND BULLYING
Harassment and bullying are not tolerated.
In-Domus’ inclusive working and social environment
is all of our responsibility and it’s vital we encourage,
support and behave appropriately with one another.

ACCESS TO
ROOMS
BY MANAGEMENT
ROOM
INSPECTIONS
The Management may decide to make a
room inspection from time to time.
Please keep your room clean, neat and tidy
throughout your stay, and place any rubbish

SECURITY
Keep flat entrance doors locked and always lock your
room if youare goingout. If youthink that
there are intruders in the building, contact reception
immediately. Your Campus is staffed around the clock
by receptionists.
To prevent intruders, receptionist may need to verify
the identity of you or your guests. Please meet their
request for proof of ID with courtesy and compliance.
It is forbidden to block evacuation areas and
emergency exits with objects such as tables, drying
racks, etc
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SMOKING
Smoking, including electronic cigarettes, is prohibited
in all In-Domus buildings and Campuses. This
includes all bedrooms, out of windows, communal
areas and in halls. Please also refrain from smoking
directly outside the entrance to your Campus as
smoke can enter ground floor windows. Any breaches
will be classed as a serious offence and is liable to
be reported to the Management. If you are caught
smoking in a prohibited place your Agreement may
be terminated by the Management. We will also
charge you for any specialist cleaning etc. required to
restore the affected area.

STUDENT CONDUCT
The In-Domus team can apply penalties when
offences have been committed. Guidance to students
on the range of penalties they can expect are listed at
point 10 of General Conditions.
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LIVE, STUDY & FEEL IN-DOMUS

APPENDIXES
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CHECK-IN FORM
CAMPUS OLYMPIA
CHECK-IN FORM
DESCRIPTION
1

SHOWER BOX

2

HOOK FOR TOWELS

3

HOOK FOR TOILET PAPER

4

BRUSH TOILET

5

BATH CLOSET WITH MIRROR

6

WARDROBE

7

BEDSIDE TABLE

8

TABLE

9

ARM CHAIR

10

BOOK SHELF

11

TV SET

12

DESK

13

DESK CHAIR

14

BED

15

MATTRESS

16

PILLOW

17

WALL LAMP (BESIDE DESK)

18

WALL LAMP (NEXT TO THE BED)

19

CEILING LAMP

20

FIRE ALARM

21

TERMOSTAT

22

TELEPHONE

23

WOOL BLANKET

24

BEDCOVER

25

BED SHEET

26

PILLOW CASE

27

MATTRESS COVER

28

PAPER BIN

29

CLEANING KIT: BUCKET + MOP

STEEL / IRIDIUM / TITANIUM

GOLD / PLATINUM / SILVER

NO

LE
I
M

C
A
F

SI
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COST OF REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT
KITCHEN
Freezer door

€ 110,00

Fridge bottle shelf

€ 50,00

Fridge butter door

€ 70,00

Small refrigerator

€ 380,00

Fridge/freezer cleaning

€ 10,00

LIVING ROOM
Armchair

€ 620,00

Bookshelf

€ 300,00

Desktop

€ 250,00

Desk drawers

€ 100,00

Chair

€ 70,00

TV

€ 75,00

Extra window cleaning

(Per room) From € 10,00 to 20,00

BATHROOM
Manual unblocking of washbasin, bidet, WC and shower

€ 25,00

Replacement of sink in the bathroom

€ 210,00

Repainting of the bathroom

€ 50,00

Shower box / Shower tray

€ 530,00 / € 300,00

Hooks/bars for towels & toilet paper

€ 20,00

Toilet brush

€ 30,00

Bath closet with mirror

€ 130,00

Soap dish

€ 20,00

Extra bathroom cleaning

€15,00

BEDROOM
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Wardrobe

€ 700,00

Wall hanger for clothes

€ 50,00

Bedside table

€ 100,00

Table top

€ 200,00

Bed

€ 600,00

Mattress (80x200)

€ 200,00

Pillow

€ 16,00

Wool blanket

€ 35,00

Bed cover

€ 35,00

Set of sheets

€ 10,00

Pillow cover

€ 4,00

Mattrsess cover

€ 15,00

Bath towels

€ 6,00

Toilet seat

€ 45,00

LIGHTS
Ceiling light

€ 330,00

Study lamp

€ 115,00

Wall lamp

€ 180,00

DOOR
Replacement of electronic door lock

€ 250,00

Badge

€ 10,00

OTHERS*
Repainting of one wall

€ 50,00

Repairing an armchair

€ 80,00

Fire alarm

€ 350,00

Thermostat

€ 165,00

Telephone

€ 30,00

*All other repairs/replacements not listed above will be quoted separately.
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CONTACT POINTS
www.in-domus.it
+39 0245377590
info@in-domus.it

MILANO INTERNAZIONALE

MILANO MONNERET

MILANO OLYMPIA

Viale Innovazione 22/A
20126, Milano

Via Ugo Monneret de Villard 1,
20134, Milano

Via Mario del Monaco 4
20157, Milano

milanointernazionale@in-domus.it

milanomonneret@in-domus.it

milanolympia@in-domus.it
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